
ABSTRACT
The development of ventilation and filter design criteria to
limit exposures to airborne infectious aerosols requires
knowledge of infectious aerosol generation and inhalation
rates, ventilation and filtration/kill rates, ventilation
efficiency, occupancy spatial volumes and exposure times.
This study calculates respirable infectious aerosol exposure
and normal at rest inhalation quantities by a group of persons
using in-practice values for these spatial and HVAC
parameters and an assumed influenza aerosol generation rate
from the normally exhaled breath of one ill person for eight
settings including both narrow and wide-body aircraft.

INTRODUCTION
Interest in determining the role that HVAC systems/ECS play
in the transmission of infectious disease in passenger aircraft
is growing with a special conference held on the subject in
2009.1 Now in 2011 the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air- Conditioning Engineers has issued a
Request for Proposals to begin the first of a planned series of
investigations on this subject in various building and
transportation vehicle environments.2

Research in this area includes the measurement of influenza
virus in the normally exhaled breath of ill persons;3 the
association of influenza transmission with low humidity
environments and of common cold transmission with high
humidity situations;4 5 the measurement of human generated
airborne virus and bacteria in aircraft air;6 the movement of
airborne particles due to turbulence at HVAC diffuser flow
boundary layers and people movement;7 8 9 10 11 the role of
filters;12 13 the control of stack pressures to improve cabin

humidity;14 and the calculated impacts of occupancy density
and exposure duration, as well as ventilation and filtration/
kill rate, on occupant human bioeffluent exposure.15 16

This current study extends the latter research.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The time dependence of airborne infectious disease occupant-
generated infectious aerosol concentration in a uniformly
mixed system, like any occupant bioeffluent concentration
(e.g. human breath carbon dioxide, and perspiration, perfume,
clothing and skin oil volatile organic compound emissions),
is governed by occupancy density (OD), air supply rate per
person, the HVAC system effectiveness in getting that supply
air to the breathing zone, and the quality of the supply air, as

(1)
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Infectious aerosol dose, D, is the time-integrated function of
individual inhalation rate I, and aerosol concentration C, is
given by

(2)

INPUT DATA
Infectious aerosol free ventilation rate per person is a
combination of HVAC supplied outdoor air, filtered
recirculation air and infiltration air.

Minimum outside air supply rates for building environments
are generally provided by ASHRAE 62.17 Transportation
environment outside air supply rates are provided by
ASHRAE Standard 161 in the case of aircraft18, while values
are chosen based on general convention in other cases.
Normally in practice rates are somewhat higher and where
these are known, practice values have been used.

The volume of infectious aerosol-free filtered air is calculated
by multiplying the recirculation rate by the filter/kill device
effectiveness in removing 0.3 micron and larger particles,
assuming that infectious aerosols are in this size range.12 For
the two aircraft types, single and two aisles, ASHRAE
Standard 161 calls for a minimum of 7.5 cfm/p passing
through a HEPA filter in an aircraft recirculation system. For
this analysis, all aircraft will be assumed to have a HEPA
filter and it will be assumed to remove 1 00% of human
generated infectious aerosols in a single pass.

In other settings, less efficient filtration/kill might be
involved. New office HVAC systems typically use MERV 13
filters, for example.19 These filters remove 30% of 0.3
micron particles and some 75% of particles between 0.3 and
1 micron diameter at typical filter face velocities.20 Since
minimum filtered air recirculation rates for offices typically
are some 80 cfm/p based upon meeting thermal demand, this
recirculation rate through a Merv 13 filter equates to 60 cfm/p
passing through a HEPA filter in terms of number of 0.3 to 1
micron particles that can be diluted. Assuming this particle
range removal efficiency equates to infectious particle
removal, then for an office environment with 97 cfm/p of
total air supply, V=77 cfm/p of infectious aerosol-free air
comprised of 17 cfm/p of outside air and 60 cfm/p of 0.3
micron and larger free filtered air. To this is added any
envelope infiltration air, which like HVAC supplied outside
air, is assumed free of occupant generated infectious disease
aerosols. To be conservative in this study, office filters are
assumed to remove 30% of human generated infectious

aerosols in a single pass of the 80 cfm/p recirculation air
flow.

For the other environments, the filtered recirculation rate
used is the same as the outside air rate specified by
ASHRAE. The single pass filter efficiencies in removing
human generated infectious aerosols used in this analysis are
15% for a theater, and 0% for a stadium, a classroom and a
subway car.

A 0.3 ACH envelope infiltration rate is used for all
environments with the exception of aircraft where there is no
infiltration during flight, and subway cars where infiltration
rate is relatively high due to frequent stops with open doors
and a 54 ACH rate is used.

Ve tends to be lower the higher the occupancy density. Thus
the lowest Ve's used are for a fully loaded subway car and a
narrow-body aircraft (Ve = 0.65). The next lowest Ve is for a
stadium (Ve = 0.9). The remaining settings are assigned a Ve
of 1.

Spatial volumes per person used are based on occupant
densities per unit floor area and assumed ceiling heights.

The design exposure times are the longest times that a person
typically might be exposed to another infected person in each
setting. The times chosen range from 15 minutes in a subway
car to 4 hours in a stadium spectator area or theater, to 6
hours in a classroom or narrow-body jet, to 8 hours in an
office to 14 hours in an intercontinental flight.

Regarding virus generation rate, Fabian et al found between <
3.2 to 20 influenza virus RNA copies per minute (up to 1,200
virus per hour) in the exhaled normal at-rest breath (tidal
breathing) of infected persons. Seventy percent of the 67 to
8,500 particles/liter measured in the breath of these persons
had diameters between 0.3 and 0.5 microns, with rarely any
larger than 5 microns. Based on these findings, an influenza
virus generation rate of 11 per minute is used.

Normal ‘at rest’ inhalation rates of 0.15 L/s/p are used for the
group of exposed individuals surrounding the infected person.
21

All input data are provided in Table 1.

FINDINGS
The calculated airborne virus concentrations versus time are
illustrated in Figure 1. Calculated airborne virus
concentrations in the air of a group of 20 persons generated
by one ill person over the first 60 minutes of exposure
illustrate the role of the ratio of ventilation rate, V*Ve
divided by spatial volume per person, v. The smaller the
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ratio, the longer it takes for the virus concentration to reach
its maximum (equilibrium value) and the lower the dose for
that period. Thus subway cars and wide-body aircraft reach
their maximum airborne virus concentration first, followed by

narrow-body aircraft, schools 9+, schools 3-8, the theater, the
office and the stadium.

The ratio of viruses inhaled by groups of persons exposed for
two hours to one ill person in narrow-body aircraft versus

Table 1. Input Data
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office workers, students in a grades 9+ classroom, persons in
a theater, and students in a lecture hall, are illustrated in
Figure 2. In one hour the number of viruses inhaled by
students in a lecture hall is the same as by passengers in the
aircraft, by persons in theaters and grades 9+ is twice that of a
narrow-body aircraft, and in an office five times that of a
narrow-body aircraft.

Group virus inhalation quantities (total group, not individual,
viruses inhaled by exposed persons) over the various design
time periods range from 5 viruses in a subway car to 31 in a
theater, to 33 in a stadium, to 34 in an office, to 41 to 46 in
the classrooms, to 85 in a continental flight and to 103 in a
transcontinental flight. These findings are illustrated in Figure
3 with the exposure times included with the setting
descriptions.

 
 

DISCUSSION
The importance of the Fabian study for the purposes of this
study is not the establishment of a norm for influenza virus
generation in the at-rest exhaled breath of an ill person. It is
the fact that a measurable number of virus were generated in
the at-rest exhaled breath and that they potentially were on
particles of respirable sizes that could be suspended for some
time in the air of the space. Similarly, what is important is the
relative dose in the various settings, not the values per se.
Also of course the number of virus inhaled in each setting
depends upon the input parameter values chosen. Finally,
whether or not there is a minimum virus number dose per
infection, presumably the risk of an infection increases as the
number of virus inhaled increases.

The time for bioeffluents to reach their maximum
(equilibrium) concentration varies widely between the
settings for the parameters used. This time often is not
considered when interpreting field measurements, leading to

Figure 1. Infectious aerosol concentration predictions in the air of a group of 20 persons with 1 ill, in the eight settings
assuming uniform mixing for the group
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errors in data interpretation. For example, the use of point in
time carbon dioxide concentrations in an office setting might
lead to a significant over estimate of ventilation rate per
person. As illustrated in Figure 2, this time to equilibrium
factor is important in assessing relative exposures in the first
hour, when the relative virus inhalation amounts will be
significantly higher in high versus low occupancy density
environments.

Exposure time clearly is an important factor in infectious
aerosol inhalation calculations. Persons in the environment

with the shortest design exposure time, in this investigation a
subway car, also have the lowest infectious aerosol numbers
inhalation, while those in the environment with the longest
design exposure time in this study, a long haul wide-body
aircraft, have the highest infectious aerosol inhalation. Since
there are other parameters involved, it does not mean that this
will always be the case. For example, the office exposure of 8
hours is longer than all other exposures except for the wide-
body jet, but the dose is lower than three of those
environments.

Figure 2. ratio of group virus inhalation over the first two hours of exposure to an ill person in a commercial narrow-body
passenger aircraft versus four other settings
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In the past, ASHRAE ventilation standards have developed
minimum ventilation rate criteria based upon odor perception
and equilibrium concentrations of chemical air contaminants
such as carbon dioxide as a tracer for human bioeffluent and
the concept of dose and time to equilibrium concentration
have been ignored. Given, findings such as this study, one
can envision the time that ASHRAE standards will address
potential occupant air contaminant inhalation and eye contact
dose, rather than simply point in time air contaminant
concentrations. For example, industrial hygiene standards,
produced by ACGIH for chemical substances to avoid
adverse health effects consider time of exposure as well as
concentration in setting threshold limit value time-weighted
average concentrations (TLV-TWA) for a conventional 8-
hour workday and a 40-hour work-week, and TLV-STEL
(short-term 15-minute TWA exposure limits).22 If this were
done in ventilation standards, assuming the target for
minimum group inhalation was an office environment
exposure for design lengths of exposure, then using the
findings in Figure 3 the combination of ventilation and
filtration/kill rates/p would be reduced in subway cars by

34/5 times, in auditorium/theaters by 34/31 times and in a
stadium by 34/33 times. Conversely, this rate combination
would be increased in Classrooms grades 3-8 by 41/34 times,
in Classrooms grades 9+ by 46/34 times, in narrow-body
aircraft by 85/34 times and in wide-body jets by 103/34
times.

Spatial air change rate (usually given as air changes per hour
(ACH)), the ventilation rate parameter typically referenced in
health care settings and, until recently, in aircraft settings by
health authorities as well, is a misleading indicator of
occupant-generated bioeffluent concentration, since it
depends upon the volume of the space and is independent of
the number of occupants present.23 If bioeffluent
concentrations were dependent upon ACH, then they would
be significantly lower in aircraft passenger cabins (8 to 10
times) and in subway cars (48 times) than in an office. In fact
these calculations show that the reverse is true.

The term ‘air changes per hour’ is itself subject to
misinterpretation since the air is never fully changed, no

Figure 3. Number of virus inhaled by a group of exposed persons (group total) during normal at rest inhalation from the breath
of 1 infected person for the design exposure periods in the eight settings.
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matter how high the ACH. Once a contaminant is airborne, it
will never be fully removed by dilution ventilation, even if
the source is removed. Its concentration once the source is
removed, provided there are no secondary sources such as
carpet which have sorbed the substance, will decay
exponentially with time. One hundred percent removal
requires ‘plug flow’, and plug flow can only be achieved in a
space designed for this flow pattern such as a clean room
laboratory. ASHRAE IAQ Standard 62 for buildings and
Standard 161 for aircraft recognize the importance of this
distinction by specifying minimum per person ventilation
rates and in the case of buildings providing typical
occupancies per unit floor area.

Regarding the range of particle sizes of concern, Fabian et al
pointed out that 70% of the 67 to 8,500 particles/L in the
breath of an influenza infected person had diameters between
0.3 and 0.5 microns, with rarely any larger than 5 microns.
This suggests that the use of Merv 13 filters will be helpful in
controlling influenza virus exposures, perhaps more than
assumed in this analysis. How helpful, just as for HEPA
filters, remains to be determined. The point is that passing 80
cfm/p through a filter removing 30% of infectious aerosol
particles is equivalent to 24 cfm/p passing through a filter
removing 100%, and so this flow rate and filter combination
removes three times more infectious particles than passing
7.5 cfm/p through a filter that removes 100% of infectious
aerosol particles.

Based on our experience in Canadian office investigations, in
terms of design (worst case) exposure periods, office building
bioeffluent concentrations typically peak at 11:30 AM and
3:30 PM, and fall substantially over lunch hour, so a 6 hour
design exposure period is probably appropriate. Nevertheless,
using an 8 hour exposure to be conservative, there will be 34
viruses inhaled in the office for a 30% effective filter and 18
inhaled for an 80% effective filter. For a single aisle
passenger plane, a worst case design exposure period is
probably 6 hours (85 viruses inhaled). For a twin aisle
aircraft, a worst case 14 hour design period is appropriate for
intercontinental flights (103 viruses inhaled). So for a 30%
effective filter in the office and 100% in the plane, the design
exposure is 2.5 times higher in the single aisle plane than in
the office and 3 times higher in the wide-body plane than in
the office.

When predicting airborne pathogen generation and inhalation
rates, ventilation and filtration/kill rates, actual field data are
required as these may vary significantly from the values
assumed in this study. For example, during flights many
passengers become drowsy, a state which decreases both
infectious aerosol generation rates if it includes the ill person
(s), as well as group inhalation rates. As an another example,
in the fall and early winter when influenza and cold infection
rates are typically highest, building HVAC systems may be
operating in free cool mode when outside temperatures are at

or below 20C, with outside air flow rates of 100 cfm/p, which
is well above the 17 cfm/p minimum of ASHRAE 62.1,
thereby replacing some of the recirculation air flows and
substantially reducing infectious aerosol exposures in these
settings.

When measuring actual infection rates, there could be
important humidity impacts on airborne pathogen viability
and occupant susceptibility that must be accounted for since
research indicates that low humidity increases influenza
transmission rates while high humidity may increase cold
transmission.

This study does not examine air movement from the infected
person to individuals with the exposed group of persons. On
the one hand it assumes the air is well mixed within the group
exposed when calculating virus concentration and on the
other it makes no assumption about uniformity of virus
inhalation, only that the group of persons exposed inhales all
exhaled virus. Proximity to source, air currents and possibly
fine particle diffusion as well different occupant and infected
person breathing rates will all play a role and some exposed
persons will inhale more viruses and some less than others.
The analysis further makes no attempt to differentiate
between duration of virus viability and individual
susceptibility in the different settings due for example to
setting humidity differences, or settling and plating out rates.
It does however, provide a basis from which such analyses
can begin.

Regarding occupant breathing rate, dozing in aircraft and on
commuter trains, for example, is common. If everyone dozed
50% of the time and dozing reduces virus generation rate by
1/6 and inhalation rate by 1/6 during dozing, then infectious
viral aerosol inhalation would be reduced by ∼1/3. On the
other hand in the case of aircraft, the intermixing of persons
from different population centers and continents is unique
versus most other public transportation and building settings,
and with their assigned seating and flights ranging up to 14
hours and in a few cases more, prolong specific pathogen
exposure times over most other venues.

CONCLUSIONS
These calculations indicate that infectious aerosol exposure
risks vary widely between the eight settings analysed, with
passenger aircraft having the highest exposure settings for the
parameters used. The calculations also demonstrate the
importance of considering exposure time and occupancy
density as well as Ve in defining V for each setting that will
provide similar levels of protection against air contaminant
health effects which depend upon exposure dose.

While it will be some time before occupancy ‘ill person’
percentages and seasonal effects are known for the various
settings, and even longer before acceptable human-generated
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infectious aerosol inhalation quantities are defined by health
authorities, HVAC engineers and standard setting bodies can
begin to decrease the risks in the higher exposure/dose
settings using calculations such as these to improve HVAC
system design and performance. In this era of energy
conservation, such improvements presumably will come
primarily through increases in per person pathogen filtration/
kill rates and improved Ve.
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